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{p5} Narrative GIF Animation:  

Phase 2: Flip book 
Due:________ 
 
 A flip book is a small book with a series of printed images which create 
the illusion of motion when the pages of the book are rapidly flipped. Typically, a 
flip book is held in one hand while the thumb of the other flicks the pages, and 
the user concentrates on the middle of each page. The flip book relies on a basic 
optical principle known as persistence of vision to create an animated image.  
  
 The human retina actually retains an image for a brief instant. When a 
series of images are rapidly presented to the retina, it smooths out the gaps, 
creating a streamlined animated image. This persistence of vision principle is 
what allows people to perceive the series of frames in a motion picture as a 
movie, rather than a set of still photographs. Flip books laid the groundwork for 
motion pictures, and could be considered one of the earliest forms of animation. 
 
Challenge: 
 
- Cut 24 pieces of 4” X 5” white bristol or card stock. Cut 2 pieces 

of 4” X 5” black bristol or card stock. 
 
- Arrange the pages with the black pieces on the outside. Bind 

pages with 2 binder-clips along the 4” side to create a small 
book. Remove the 2 silver handles from each clip. 

 
- Choose your two most successful storyboards to refine and/or 

edit into two separate sequences of highly polished images.  
 
- Reproduce these narratives onto opposite sides of your 4” X 5” 

pages. One series of images will be able to be seen when flipping 
through one side of the book. You will then be able to flip the 
book over and flip through the other sequence. 

 
- Your format and media should stay constant throughout each 

side of the flip book. Your measurements should remain 
consistent, cuts should be sharp, and your images should be 
clean, defined, and concept clear. 
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Additionally Investigate: 
format  
time 
sequence 
persistence of vision 
animation 
rhythm 
tempo 
repetition 
duration 
narrative 
animation 
storyboard 
comic book 
graphic novel 
cinemagraph or cinegraph 
zoetrope 
rotoscoping 
flip book 
persistence of vision 
 
 
 
 
 
A few (of the MANY) ways to 
create original Imagery: 
flip-book +  hand-drawn + stop-
motion + claymation + computer-
aided + graphic + cell-phone app + 
digital camera + photoshop + 
website + erasure + puppetry + 
motion capture + cut-paper 
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